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Abstract:
It is reported that brake discs with grooves can change the friction behaviour of contact interfaces. However, the effect of grooved disc surface on the acoustic behaviour has rarely been studied. The intention of this paper is to fill in this gap and establish a connection between the tribological and acoustic behaviours of groove-textured surfaces to improve such behaviours.
In this work, disc surfaces with two kinds of groove configurations are tested in a pad-on-disc system. The experimental results show that cutting 45° grooves on the disc surface can significantly reduce the squeal noise level of the friction system. The main reasons are believed to be that the groove-textured surface can allow wear debris to escape from the contact surface into the grooves and to redistribute the contact pressure and thus modify the friction shear stress. Moreover, numerical analysis is performed to simulate the experimental process and a possible mechanism is provided to explain the effect of grooved disc surface on the tribological properties and squeal generation. The grooves on the disc surface can significantly affect both the contact pressure distribution of the pad surface and the transportation of wear debris at sliding surfaces, and consequently reduce the squeal.
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1.	Introduction
Bodies in sliding frictional contact are very common in engineering, for example, between meshing gear teeth, inside bearings and joints, in engines and power trains, and in all machines involving moving parts. Friction causes wear and in long term surface damage at the contact interface, which is often where further damage and even cracks would occur. Surface treatment, such as surface texturing is a major means of improving mechanical properties of contact interfaces. It is a challenge to maintain a sufficient friction level without excessive wear.    
Friction causes wear and often also generates vibration at the contact interface which spreads throughout the bodies in contact. This vibration is capable of evolving into different noises [1-4]. In general, the friction noise caused by the unstable frictional vibrations has been divided into three categories related to the frequency of noise: (a) low frequency noise, (b) low frequency squeal, and (c) high frequency squeal [5]. Although a precise classification of the friction noise seems unreasonable, considering the wide diversity of noise [1-3], it is widely accepted that squeal noise is characterised by a high frequency noise resulting from the vibration of a friction system during friction process, which is heard as high pitch tones with high sound pressure levels [6].
Several comprehensive reviews [1-6] cover over 70 years of research on vibration and noise caused by friction are presented. A significant amount of research has been performed by many researchers to reveal the possible generation mechanisms of self-excited vibrations that cause the emission of squeal noise. As described in some of the recent review papers, theories on the possible mechanisms of noise generation have been mainly put forward in several classes: stick-slip, negative friction-velocity slope, hammering excitation and mode coupling of structures, etc [7-11]. In addition, time-delay [12], moving load [13] and positive friction-velocity-characteristic [14] were proposed recently as a possible cause for the generation of friction noise. These mechanisms are useful for better understanding of friction noise. However, the cause of friction noise remains somehow mysterious, unpredictable, and often non-repeatable in experiments due to its immense complexity, considering that the friction noise is very sensitive to the various of contact parameters, material properties and working conditions. Therefore, none of the above mechanisms are successful in completely explaining occurrence and process of friction-induced noise [1-3].
Among the wide variety of friction noise problems, the most studied is by far the brake squeal. The existence of brake squeal may result in complaints from customers, which have a significant negative effect on the brands of vehicles. Therefore, the ‘squeal-free’ vehicle braking systems are desirable, and both automotive industry and academies are looking for new ways to solve this problem [15-32]. Tribologists all around the world have conducted detailed and in-depth studies of brake squeal in the last decades, and it is well known that surface topography plays a significant role in the generation of brake squeal [23-33]. Bonnay et al [23] investigated the influence of geometric imperfections on squeal instability and they found that pad mode was mostly influenced by disc thickness variation which could modify the local contact condition. Zhang and Oberst et al [24] performed an uncertainty analysis of the effect of various contact conditions on brake squeal, and found that each oscillator at the contact interface which contributed to the squeal instability was not identical. Huang [25] confirmed that surface topographies had a strong effect on the random and uncertain nature of squeal from the perspective of statistical analysis. Diao et al [26] investigated the time-varying characteristics of brake squeal and found that the uncertain surface roughness within a contact pair would cause uncertain sound pressure. Lee et al [27] found that the surface morphology of the brake friction material significantly affected the normal contact stiffness and consequently the squeal instability. Kosaka et al [28] found that the morphology of pad surface was able to affect the stiffness of the pad surface, and the squeal frequency increased with the increase of pad stiffness. Abubakar et al [29] tested several pairs of brake pads under prolonged braking pressure to determine how wear could affect squeal. They also simulated the wear process and found that the contact areas increased with wear development and the predicted unstable frequency was very close to the observed squeal frequency. Graf et al [30] found that the propensity of squeal instability depended on the parameters of the tribological layer of the brake pad, increasing the inertias of the boundary layer at the disc-pad interface strengthened instabilities of the friction system. Duffour and Woodhouse [31-33] carried out extensive measurements on a pin-on-disc test rig to estimate the uncertainty in contact parameters, and quantified the effect of this uncertainty on squeal predictions. Massi et al [34] observed that the surface layer of pad material suffered severe damage after squeal generation, and in contrast, no severe damage was found on the contact surfaces without squeal. Hammerström [35] treated disc surface by using a spiral-shaped grit blasting, and found that this treated disc surface had a good potential in reducing squeal propensity. Eriksson et al [36] examined the surface topographies of both the pad and disc, and found that the characteristic of squeal was closely related to the formation and size of contact plateaus.
The above studies showed that the surface topographies of both the pad and disc are closely related to the characteristics of the generation and evolution of brake squeal. Therefore, it is very useful to perform various modifications of the surface topography and study their effects on squeal instability of the brake system. Up to now, a large number of experimental studies and numerical simulations have been conducted to study the connection between groove-textured pad surface and brake squeal. It is shown that squeal instability of brake systems could be significantly changed by introducing different configurations of grooves on the surface of pads [37-40]. However, only one paper [41] on exploring the relation between groove-textured disc surface and brake squeal was found by the present authors. Nowadays, brake discs with groove-textured surface have been widely used in high performance and customized disc brakes, but the related research work is mainly focused on the ability of groove-textured disc surfaces in improving the friction and wear properties, and the knowledge about the effect of groove-textured disc surface on brake squeal is very limited [41-43]. Therefore, it is worthwhile to study the relationship between grooved discs and brake squeal, which will contribute to further investigating the generation of brake squeal and seeking potential way to reduce brake squeal. 
Finite element method has become an effective tool in predicting friction-induced vibration and noise of different friction systems in the last decades, in which two kinds of numerical calculation methods are very popular today: complex eigenvalue analysis (CEA) and transient dynamic analysis (TDA) [44]. The CEA is able to calculate the unstable condition and unstable frequency of the linear friction system, based on the real part and imaginary part of the eigenvalues. So far CEA has been the most commonly used and preferred method, because of its high efficiency in calculating all the unstable modes and frequencies by setting a set of operating parameters [45-47]. However, nonlinear effects of the frictional contact play a significant role in the dynamic behaviour of the friction system, which actually should be taken into account when friction instability occurs. TDA is capable of investigating the evolution of the unstable vibration with time. This approach allows researchers to evaluate not only the values of displacements, velocities and accelerations, in addition, but also the values and distributions of contact pressure in the contact region during vibration. However, the shortcoming of this method is its long computation time [48]. Moreover, although TDA is supposed to produce numerical results that would correlate with noise occurrence and noise level, the inability of accommodating sophisticated friction laws in commercial structural analysis software packages such as ABAQUS compromises its prediction power. Therefore, a large amount of numerical work has been done using both types of methods, which are complementary for investigating the generation and evolution of squeal [49-52].
In this work, the influence of grooved disc surface on the friction and wear behaviours and the characteristics of squeal noise are investigated by using experimental and numerical methods. Disc surfaces with two kinds of groove configurations are tested in a pad-on-disc system. Subsequently, both CEA and TDA methods are performed by using finite element software (ABAQUS 6.10), to simulate the experimental process. In the numerical analysis, a simplistic Coulomb friction model is used. However, the numerical results turn out to qualitatively agree with the experimental phenomenon and especially they support the experimental finding that a grooved disc surface is capable of reducing the squeal instability of the friction system. Moreover, the contact state during friction process is further investigated to provide a possible mechanism to explain the effect of grooved disc surface on the tribological properties and generation of squeal. 

2.	Experimental procedures and numerical model
2.1 Test rig
The experimental tests are conducted by using a pad-on-disc system. Although this simplified physical system reduces complexity of a real brake system, it establishes a simple friction coupling contact between brake pad and disc, which is able to reproduce the conditions of brake contact and the brake squeal from interface. Therefore, this simplified test rig is considered to be able to actually reflect the characteristics of squeal and facilitate development of numerical analysis of frictional contact. The test rig mainly includes three subsystems: a rotating friction system, a fixture system and signals processing system. The schematic of the test rig can be seen in Fig. 1. A disc sample is fixed on the sample table of the rotary motor. A pad sample is mounted in the upper sample (pad) holder, which is carried by a suspension with a 2-D strain-gauge force sensor attached. For monitoring the oscillations of the normal force at the interface during the friction process, a piezoelectric force sensor is mounted on the pad holder. Besides, a 3-D acceleration sensor is fixed on the pad holder to record the evolution of vibration signals of the friction system. A microphone is located at a distance of about 40 mm away from friction interface to detect the noise signal. 
The main parameters of the sensors used in this study can be found in a previous work [53]. When test starts, the 2-D moving stage gradually goes down, and then the pad sample comes into contact with the disc sample, thereafter a normal pressure is applied which keeps constant during the friction process. Both the normal and friction forces are monitored and measured by the 2-D strain-gauge force sensor during the test. A Müller (​http:​/​​/​www.muellerbbm.com​/​​)-BBM 32-channels MKII equipment is used to acquire and analyse all the signals measured from sensors synchronously, at a sampling frequency of 12.8 kHz. 


Fig. 1. Schematic of the pad-on-disc test rig.

In the tribological test, a constant normal load of 100 N is applied, the speed of rotary motor is set at 60 rpm, and the whole testing duration is 1800 s. Before testing, a procedure of running-in is performed for the pad samples to ensure a good flat-on-flat contact. Moreover, to minimise the effect of surface contaminants, acetone is used to clean the surfaces of both pad and disc samples. All of the experimental tests are performed under strictly controlled dry atmospheric conditions (room temperature of 24~27°, relative humidity of 60±10%RH). In order to ensure the good repeatability of the test results, the test for each kind of surface is repeated at least three times. After testing, the wear scars of disc samples are examined by using optical microscopy.

2.2 Sample preparation
The pad samples are cut from a real train brake pad, and this pad material has density (ρ) of approximately 1000 kg·m-3, Young’s modulus (E) of about 1 GPa and hardness (HR) of 50~90. The contact surface of the pad sample has a square cross section whose side is 7 mm. All the disc samples are cut from a train brake disc to size of Ф25 mm×3 mm, and the disc material is compacted graphite iron with microhardness of about HV0.05 240 kg/mm2 and Young’s modulus (E) of about 158 GPa. The disc sample surfaces are polished to a roughness of approximately 0.04 μm Ra, which is measured by using NanoMap-Dual Mode 3D profilometer.
Two kinds of groove-textured surface configurations are manufactured by milling on the disc samples, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Fig 2(a) shows the surface with radial grooves at a regular angular interval, and Fig 2(b) shows the surface with grooves at an angle of 45° to the direction of the local linear velocity in a regular spiral pattern. These two kinds of grooved discs possess six straight grooves, with the width (w) of 1 mm and length (l) of 11 mm. The initial contact position and the relative motion between pad samples and disc samples are shown in Fig. 2(c). Considering that the grooves in Fig. 2(a) are perpendicular to (​javascript:void(0);​) the velocity direction of point A, the abbreviation T-90 is used to represent this kind of groove-textured surface, and accordingly T-45 is used to represent the grooves shown in Fig. 2(b).

      

Fig. 2. Schematic of grooved disc surfaces: geometrical sketch of the T-90 (a); geometrical sketch of the T-45 (b) and the initial contact position of pad samples and disc samples (c)

2.3 Numerical model of the experimental system
Fig. 3(a) shows the finite element model of the pad-on-disc system illustrated in Fig. 1. The model mainly consists of five parts: a flange plate, a force sensor (taken as a rigidly connected lump mass), a pad holder, a passive sample (pad), an active sample (disc) and a disc table. All the parts of this model are meshed with 3D hexahedral elements. The disc is rigidly constrained onto the disc table, which is in frictional contact with the pad. The pad surface is defined as the slave surface because the pad is made of a softer material and has a finer mesh compared with that of the disc. The disc is accordingly defined as the master surface. Assuming that the contact interface is absolutely flat, and ignoring the thermal effect of the friction system. The material parameters set for all the parts of the finite element model can reflect the real experimental test system.
Fig .3(b) illustrates the load and boundary setting of the numerical model. An encastre boundary condition is applied on the top surface of the flange plate, on which a constant normal load is applied. The disc table is rigidly constrained at the nodes of the six screwed holes except in the rotational direction around Y axis, which are used to impose the velocity boundary condition. To reflect the experimental process actually, almost all of the constraint conditions are set in accordance with the real experimental test system, apart from the parts of thread and glued connections which are defined as tie constraints.

     
Fig. 3. Simplified model of the pad-on-disc system (a) finite element model; (b) load and boundary conditions.

3.	Experimental results and discussion
3.1 Interface noise and vibration characteristics
Fig. 4 shows the variation trend of equivalent sound pressure level with time for the smooth surface and the two kinds of groove-textured surfaces. The noise signals record in this work can be classified as squeal, considering that it has characteristics of a high-pitch tone and the background noise without squeal is only about 66.4 dB (A). The sound pressure generated by the smooth surface stays at a high level of about 96 dB throughout the whole test, while the sound pressure of both the T-90 and T-45 surfaces are significantly lower compared to that of the smooth surface, suggesting that both grooved discs can effectively reduce squeal. Moreover, the sound pressure of the T-45 surface is found to be lower than that of the T-90 surface, at only about 78 dB at the end of the test, which indicates that the T-45 surface has a great potential in reducing squeal.


Fig. 4. Equivalent noise pressure level for the smooth and groove-textured surfaces.

Time-frequency analysis of sound pressure is conducted for all the three surfaces, as shown in Fig. 5. The dominant frequencies of squeal generated from the smooth surface are characterized by one fundamental frequency of 810 Hz accompanying with its harmonics, as commonly seen in squeal phenomena. Compared with the smooth surface, a similar frequency distribution with lower energy is observed for the T-90 surface. However, for the T-45 surface, only one dominant frequency with much lower energy during the whole test can be detected, which suggests that this kind of surface modification can reduce squeal significantly. Therefore, cutting grooves on the disc surface has no significant influence on the fundamental frequency of sound pressure, instead it can reduce the energy levels contained in the excited frequencies and suppress the excitation of high-frequency components of noise, and accordingly affect the stability of the friction system.

  

Fig. 5. Time-frequency analysis of sound pressure of smooth surface (a), T-90 (b) and T-45 (c).
To further study the influence of groove-textured disc surface on the vibration and noise characteristics of the friction system, normal force, friction-induced vibration and noise signals during the steady period of 1700~1701 s are analysed, as can be seen in Fig. 6. For the smooth surface, the normal force signal and vibration accelerations signals in both normal and tangential directions show visible continuous high-frequency fluctuations, and accordingly squeal exists throughout this duration. The amplitudes of normal force and vibration accelerations signals of the T-90 surface show smaller values compared with the smooth surface, which are responsible for the lower sound level of squeal. However, nearly no high-frequency fluctuations can be observed for the normal force and vibration accelerations signals of the T-45 surface, and thus very weak sound pressure signal is measured from this surface. Therefore, both kinds of groove-textured surfaces are found to be able to significantly suppress the high-frequency oscillation of the friction system, and consequently the emission of squeal.
         
   
Fig. 6. Time history records of the oscillation of normal force (a), normal vibration acceleration (b), tangential vibration acceleration (c) and sound pressure (d) in one cycle.


3.2. Friction and wear properties
The smooth surface shows relatively higher value of friction coefficient compared to the two groove-textured surfaces, and the T-45 surface has the lowest value of friction coefficient among the three surfaces, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The existence of groove texture on the disc surface is found to slightly reduce the friction coefficient in this study. Fig. 7(b) shows the friction force curves recorded in one cycle (1700~1701 s) in the steady stage, which can actually reflect the variation characteristics of the friction force during the test. The filled black dots marked in the friction force curves represent the time in which the leading edge just crosses a groove. Occurrence of visible wave-fluctuations can be observed for the friction force curves of both the groove-textured surfaces, which are different from the situation of the smooth surface. This may be attributed to the fact that the existence of grooves on the friction interface changes the contact states. A further study on the effect of the grooves cut on the disc surfaces on the friction force and contact states will be performed in section 4.2.2.

  
Fig. 7. Friction coefficient throughout the test (a) and friction force curves recorded in one cycle of steady stage (b).

Fig. 8 shows the worn surface morphologies of the smooth and groove-textured surfaces observed by optical microscope after the test. The wear of the smooth surface is mainly characterized by a combination of scratching and ploughing and micro-detachment, which is different from the situation of the groove-textured surfaces. The two groove-textured surfaces undergo mild wear during the test, with shallow scratching and ploughing parallel to the direction of rotation being observed in the wear track. No severe wear damage is found on the groove edges of the textured surfaces. Moreover, a plenty of wear debris can be observed on the worn surface and around the edge of the wear track on the smooth surface. In contrast, nearly no visible wear debris can be found in the wear tracks of the two groove-textured surfaces. The groove-textured surfaces are found to be able to allow an easier removal of wear debris from the friction interface into the grooves, and the grooves play a storage cavity role in trapping wear debris. The above results show that interface friction and wear properties have been changed by the cut grooves on the disc surfaces.

    
Fig. 8. Optical images of the smooth (a), T-90 (b) and T-45 (c) surfaces after the test.

4.	Numerical results and discussion
4.1. Stability limit of the steady sliding state
The CEA is an effective tool to study the stability of friction system. This method calculates the complex eigenvalues of the friction system, in which friction causes the asymmetry of the stiffness matrix. The real parts and the corresponding imaginary parts of the complex eigenvalues represent the degrees of unstable vibration of the system and the frequencies of the corresponding modes, respectively [54]. In this study, CEA is performed by using ABAQUS 6.10. The reliability of finite element model is validated by comparing the dominant frequency of unstable vibration calculated by CEA with the dominant frequency of squeal obtained from the experimental test. Moreover, the unstable mode of the friction system is observed. For more details about the methodology of CEA by using ABAQUS can be referred to [54]. 
In the CEA, small sliding with a penalty method is chosen as the contact regimes, and the simple Coulomb's law governs the friction. Structural damping is neglected in the numerical analysis. Fig. 9(a) shows the imaginary parts of complex eigenvalues of the three systems for pad sliding on the three kinds of disc surfaces, versus the friction coefficient (μ) varying from 0 to 0.5. For all the three systems, imaginary parts of one similar pair of eigenvalues tend to converge to one value and two adjacent modes merge to form an unstable complex mode with the increase of friction coefficient to a value of 0.13. This indicates that 0.13 is the threshold value of friction coefficient to excite the unstable vibration of the friction system at frequency of 771 Hz. Moreover, it is noticed that after the occurrence of mode coalescence, there is only a slight decrease of these modal frequencies with a further increase of friction coefficient.
The unstable mode of the friction system in the condition of pad sliding on disc with smooth surface is shown in Fig. 9(b). The unstable mode can be described as that the pad subsystem bends to the rim of disc, which is the combine action of the deformations in the sliding direction and in the radial direction. The friction system has a strong tendency to generate squeal instability when this mode occurs. The unstable modes of the systems for the cases of the two groove-textured surfaces are almost the same as that of the smooth surface. The three systems possess almost the same unstable modes, i.e. cutting groove on the disc surface does not effectively change the unstable mode of the system. 

    
Fig. 9. Mode coalescence of the friction systems (a) and the unstable mode in the case of pad sliding on smooth surface at the frequency of 771 Hz (b).

In the research field of brake squeal, it is generally accepted that the squeal noises are associated with vibration modes of the disc, because that the vibration modes of the disc are easy to be excited under the effect of friction. These conclusions are based on studied of brakes with large discs. Considering that the active element is the long bar-shaped pad holder in this study, the natural frequencies of the pad-on-disc system without the engagement of the friction are calculated, and the corresponding modes of both the 7th mode and 8th modes are shown in Fig. 10. It can be found that the main deformation of the modes reflected in the long bar-shaped pad holder. When introducing the friction to the system, these two adjacent modes start to coalesce to each other in the frequency range and the system generates unstable vibration with the occurrence of model coupling. Thus, the squeal noise is not associated with vibration modes of the disc, and the main deformation of the system is reflected in long bar-shaped pad holder.

Fig. 10. The natural frequencies of the 7th and 8th modes of the pad-on-disc system.

It has been reported that adding concentrated mass to the disc caused a periodical modification of the system dynamics, allowing for a periodic coupling/decoupling of the coalescing modes [55]. Considering that the grooves on the disc surface will pass through the pad surface periodically, the system eigenvalues for different positions of the leading edge with respect to the grooves are calculated. The system eigenvalues are extracted when the disc rotates every 2 degrees under the friction coefficient of 0.3. Results are shown in Fig. 11. For the T-90 surface, a negative damping ration can be found in the initial phase, which indicates that the system may generate unstable vibration because of the feeding in of the energy as a result of mode coupling. However, when the leading edge just crosses the groove, the two damping ratio values become positive, which suggests that the groove modifies the dynamics by decoupling the modes. The duration of decoupling process corresponds to disc rotation of about 8 degrees, and after that a negative damping ratio reappears and the mode coupling is again in action (Fig. 11(a)). Thus, the grooves are able to cause mode coupling and decoupling periodically, which affects squeal generation. Similarly, periodic mode coupling and decoupling is visible for the T-45 surface. After a short period of mode coupling at first, mode decoupling appears when the pad encounters a groove. With the rotation of the disc, mode coupling reappears and the system has a strong potential to generate unstable vibration again (Fig. 11(b)). Moreover, it can be found the duration of the mode decoupling of the T-45 surface is relative longer than that of the T-90 surface, which indicates that the T-45 surface has a better performance in reducing unstable vibration and consequently the squeal noise.

   
Fig. 11. Extracting the system eigenvalues when the disc rotates every 2 degrees for the T-90 surface (a) and T-45 surface (b).

The unstable frequency of 771 Hz predicted by the CEA is very close to the experimental fundamental frequency of squeal of 810 Hz. There exists a subtle differences between experimental and numerical results, which is probably caused by the required approximations and simplifications in the finite element mode of the tested system. Moreover, it is noted that the superharmonics observed in the experimental test are not predicted by the CEA here, which is perhaps due to the neglect of nonlinear contact effects at the friction interface. Therefore, it is necessary to perform a numerical analysis in which the complete nonlinear effect is taken into account, to further validate the accuracy of the model and investigate the dynamic behaviour of the system in the time domain. Consequently, the TDA is conducted in the following section 4.2. 

4.2 TDA for sliding frictional contact
TDA is performed by using ABAQUS/Explicit solver to investigate the transient vibration behaviour of the friction system during frictional sliding, and calculate the contact stresses in both the normal and tangential directions in the contact region [44]. In this analysis process, explicit central difference integration rule is used to integration compute the dynamic equations of friction system, and accordingly obtain the expression of vectors of velocity and the displacement. For more details of the TDA by using ABAQUS can be referred to [44].
In the TDA, the contact formulation is kinematic method and the sliding formulation is finite sliding. The time history of both the normal force and the speed of the disc are used for describing the working condition of the finite element model. In the initial stage, an increasing normal force is applied on the surface of the flange plate until it reaches a pre-selected value of 100 N. This force makes the pad and disc contact together and then remains constant thereafter. In the second stage, to rotate the disc, the speed of the disc gradually increases up to the 6.28 rad/s and then keeps constant. The friction coefficient (μ) is set to a constant value of 0.28, considering that continuous squeal can be measured at this value of friction coefficient for all the three surfaces during the experimental process. The material damping of the pad sample is introduced in the model, the corresponding mass damping coefficientαis set to 20 s-1 and stiffness damping coefficient β is fixed to 2e-8 s. The simulated time duration is set to 1 s, corresponding to one rotary cycle in the initial stage, which can take 7 days to run by a PC. A special point is selected on the surface of pad holder to observe the evolution of vibration signals, whose position is where the vibration signals are measured in the experimental test.

4.2.1 Vibration acceleration analysis
Fig. 12 (a, b) shows the simulation results of vibration accelerations in both the normal and tangential (friction) directions for the three systems. Strong oscillation with exponential growth is found to occur at the start and develop over a period of time for the vibration accelerations in both directions of the smooth surface, which is consistent with the evolution of vibration accelerations observed in the experimental measurement. This phenomenon suggests that this friction system generates intense unstable vibrations and consequently emit squeal. However, for the T-90 surface, six intermittent and small oscillations of vibration accelerations are observed in both directions. Each oscillation cycle suggests that the system experiences a growth and then a decrease and even disappearance of vibration. The number of these oscillation cycles equals the number of the grooves encountered during the rotating travel of one cycle, which indicates that the existence of grooves on the disc surface can change the dynamic behaviour and squeal characteristics of the friction system. Compared with the T-90 surface, the T-45 surface shows a further reduction in the amplitudes of the vibration accelerations. Although there are also six intermittent and very small oscillation cycles being observed for the vibration accelerations in both directions, these oscillations seem to grow very slightly and then diminish quickly. Therefore, the sound pressure generated from the T-45 surface is very weak, and the configurations of grooves on the disc can also change the dynamic behaviour of the friction system. 
The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) results indicate that fundamental frequencies of around 770 ~790 Hz can be predicted for the vibration accelerations of the three systems, which are very close to the experimental fundamental frequency of squeal of 810 Hz, as shown in Fig. 12 (c). Moreover, the TDA is found to be capable of predicting superharmonics of the friction system, in contrast with the CEA. Combining the results of experimental test and numerical simulation, the TDA is found to be able to accurately reflect the dynamic behaviour of the friction systems with different surfaces.

    
Fig. 12. Numerical results of normal vibration accelerations (a), tangential vibration accelerations (b) and FFT results of the tangential vibration accelerations (c).


4.2.2 Contact force analysis
The contact force between the pad and the three kinds of discs predicted by TDA are further investigated to reveal the effect of grooved surfaces on the dynamic behaviour of the friction system, as shown in Fig. 13. Both the normal force and friction force of the smooth surface exhibit visible strong oscillation, while those of the T-90 and T-45 surfaces just show intermittent and small oscillations. Considering the fact that when the pad slides across the grooves on the disc surface, the change in the contact region will result in the variations of the normal force and friction force, it can be speculated that the existence of the grooves at the contact interface plays a key role in changing the contact states and consequently the dynamic behaviour of the friction system.
    
Fig. 13. Numerical results of normal force (a) and friction force (b) for smooth surface and grooved surfaces.

It has been reported that the interface pressure distributions can significantly affect the stability of friction systems, and a non-uniform pressure distribution may lead to uneven wear and unwanted squeal instability [51, 56-58]. To further study the speculation proposed above, and provide a possible physical explanation on why the discs with grooved surfaces have the capability of reducing the tendency of instability of the friction systems, the contact pressure distributions of the counterpart (pad) are analysed for the three kinds of surfaces, as shown in Fig. 14. The representative contact states of A-E and the corresponding contact pressure distributions are summarized. It is worth noting that the right corner point of the leading edge of the pad surface is defined as the leading point in this study as, and the left corner of the leading edge is defined as the other leading point (please see Fig. 14). In the case of pad sliding against the smooth surface, the contact pressure of the pad surface is concentrated at the four corners when the disc is static, corresponding to the contact state of A. When the disc starts to rotate, the leading edge of the pad surface becomes the main region of contact pressure concentration, and the highest pressure is concentrated at the leading point (in red colour). In contrast, no visible variation of the pressure distribution can be observed during the friction process for all the contact states of B-E.
However, for the T-90 surface, the contact state is more complicated due to the influence of grooves. Five representative contact states are analysed:
	In the contact state of A, the disc is at rest, only one groove (No. 1) of the disc is in contact with the pad surface;
	In the contact state of B, the disc starts to rotate at the velocity of 6.28 rad/s, and only one groove (No. 1) is passing through the pad surface;
	In the contact state of C, with the rotation of disc, groove No. 2 also gets involved in the contact with the pad surface;
	In the contact state of D, groove No. 1 leaves the pad surface, and only groove No.2 is still in contact with the pad surface;
	In the contact state of E, only groove No. 2 is passing through the pad surface, and this state is the same as the state of B, in which the groove No. 1 is replaced by the groove No. 2. This process is repeated for the T-90 surface.
It is found that in the state of A, the contact pressure distribution is symmetrical after the normal loading, and the highest pressure is mainly concentrated at the four corners of the pad surface. In the state of B, the pressure distribution is no longer symmetric due to friction, and the highest pressure is found to be concentrated at the leading point of the pad. After that, the contact pressure distribution remains almost constant until the arrival of the state of C. For the state of C, when two grooves get involved, the contact pressure concentration at the leading edge is significantly interrupted and transferred, and the highest pressure turns to be concentrated at the other side of the leading edge (in red colour). When groove No.1 leaves the pad surface, and the state D arrives, the contact pressure flows gradually turn back to be concentrated at the leading point again. Finally, in the status of E, the contact pressure distribution becomes the same as the status of B.
The contact state of the T-45 surface is more complicated than that of the T-90 surface, although five representative contact states can also be observed:
	In the contact state of A, the disc is at rest. Both grooves Nos. 1 and 2 of disc are in contact with pad surface;
	In the contact state of B, the disc starts to rotate, and both grooves Nos. 1 and 2 are passing through the pad surface;
	In the contact state of C, with the rotation of disc, groove No. 1 leaves the pad surface, and only groove No. 2 is still in contact with the pad surface;
	In the contact state of D, groove No. 3 starts to get involved in the contact with the pad surface;
	In the contact state of E, both grooves Nos. 2 and 3 are in contact with the pad surface, and the contact state turns back to become the same as the state of B. Again this process is repeated for the T-45 surface.
In the state of A, the contact pressure distribution of the pad surface is asymmetric, and the contact pressure concentration in the three corners of the pad surface is significantly interrupted by the groove on the disc surface, which is quite different from the situation of the T-90 surface. When the disc starts to rotate, the contact pressure distribution of the pad surface is significantly interrupted by both the grooves Nos. 1 and 2, and the highest pressure moves along the leading edge until the arrival of the state of C. The highest contact pressure becomes concentrated at a leading corner point in the state of C, in which there is only groove No. 2 in contact with the pad surface. After that, in the state of D, groove No. 3 stars to come into contact with the pad surface. The contact pressure concentration at the leading edge is interrupted, and the highest pressure is transferred to the other leading corner point. Finally, the pressure distribution of the pad surface in the state of E returns to be the same as the state of B.

Fig. 14. The contact pressure distributions of the pad surface for the smooth surface, T-90 surface and T-45 surface in different contact states during the frictional sliding process.

The above results show that the contact pressure concentrated at the leading edge can be significantly interrupted and redistributed when a groove comes into contact with the pad surface. In order to find out whether the reduction of squeal instability is attributed to the variation of the contact pressure distributions and the relative pad-groove position, a number of pressure distribution graphs at various time instants (within a cycle during the steady stage of the noise occurrence) are produced, as shown in Fig. 15. These graphics are able to give a DYNAMIC view of the variation of contact pressure distribution. In the period A, the highest pressure is found to be concentrated at the leading point of the pad surface, and the corresponding vibration acceleration shows visible high-frequency oscillations and reaches the highest amplitude. With the rotation of the disc (in the period B), the contact pressure concentration at the leading edge is significantly interrupted and transferred, and whilst the amplitude of the vibration acceleration starts to decrease.





Fig. 15. The variation of contact pressure distribution during a typical cycle of the oscillation

Furthermore, the relative pad-groove position and the corresponding magnitude of oscillation in one cycle for both the T-90 and T-45 surfaces are illustrated in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. The dotted lines mark the time when the vibration acceleration is at the highest magnitude. It is found that the highest acceleration amplitude coincides with the moment when the pad’s leading point meets a groove. The process of a groove passing through the pad surface can be described as following: when a groove just comes into contact with the leading point, the highest pressure at the leading point starts to shift to the other leading corner point, and whilst the amplitude of the vibration acceleration starts to decrease. With the rotation of the disc, the groove gradually passes through the leading edge, the highest pressure turns back to the leading point, and the vibration acceleration starts to show visible high-frequency oscillations and reaches the highest amplitude again when the next groove is coming to meet the leading point. Further, comparing the process of a groove passing through the pad surface for both the T-90 and T-45 surfaces, it can be found that there is at most one groove being in contact with the leading edge during the friction process for T-90 surface. In contrast, for the T-45 surface, there is always one groove being in contact with the leading edge during the friction process (Fig. 18(a)), and most time in any one cycle there are two adjacent grooves being in contact with the leading edge (Fig. 18(b)). Therefore, the contact pressure concentrated at the leading edge for the T-45 surface undergoes more frequent interruption and redistribution compared to the situation of the T-90 surface, and the T-45 surface shows a stronger potential in suppressing the squeal generation of the friction system.

  
Fig. 16. The magnitude of oscillation in one cycle (a) and the relative pad-groove position (b) for T-90 surface.




Fig. 17. The magnitude of oscillation in one cycle (a) and the relative pad-groove position (b) for T-45 surface.

      
Fig. 18. The relative pad-groove position of the T-45 surface: one groove (a) and two grooves (b) being in contact with the leading edge of pad surface.

The above results show that the grooves on the disc surface indeed affect the contact pressure distribution of the pad surface during the friction process. When a groove comes into contact with the leading edge of pad surface, the contact pressure which is concentrated at the leading point before starts to shift towards the other leading point, and the amplitude of the corresponding vibration acceleration starts to decrease at this moment. Therefore, it can be speculated that the redistribution of contact pressure distribution at the leading edge of the pad surface caused by the grooves on the disc surface is a major reason for the reduction of the squeal instability, and more frequent interruptions and redistributions may further affect the squeal instability of friction system. Another important observation is that the highest acceleration occurs when one groove is in contact with the pad and another groove just comes into contact with the pad.

4.2.3. Contact length analysis 
The presence of wear debris at the contact interface was reported to be able to strongly affect the dynamic behaviour of the friction system, and squeal instability can be reduced and suppressed by removing the wear debris from contact interface [59]. Considering that the existence of grooves on the disc surfaces plays a storage cavity role in trapping wear debris, which can help entrap the wear particles from the pad/disc sliding interface, and avoid the accumulation of wear debris between the sliding surfaces. The groove-textured surfaces have a great potential in reducing squeal instability of the friction system.
Disc surfaces with different groove configuration show different abilities in entrapping the wear debris from the sliding interface. In this study, the length of the grooves which is in contact with the pad surfaces in one cycle are analysed for both the T-90 and T-45 surfaces, as shown in Fig. 19. The periodic variation of the length of grooves is caused by the periodically spaced grooves on the disc surface. Longer length of grooves being in contact with the pad surface indicates a stronger ability in entrapping the wear debris. The groove length of T-45 surface is found to be significantly larger than that of T-90 surface, which suggests that the T-45 surface possesses a much stronger ability in entrapping the wear debris. Therefore, it can be speculated that the groove configuration on the disc surface can affect the ability of entrapping wear debris and consequently the instability of friction system. 


Fig. 19.The length of the grooves which is in contact with the pad surfaces in one cycle.


5.	Conclusions
In this study, the effect of groove-textured surface of the brake disc material on the tribological properties and generation of squeal is investigated, by using both the experimental test and numerical simulation. The main conclusions can be summarised as follows:
(1) The experimental results show that disc surface with a specific groove configuration (T-45 surface whose grooves form a 45°-angle with the local linear relative velocity) can significantly reduce squeal. The existence of groove texture on the disc surface can slightly reduce the friction coefficient. The grooves can entrap wear debris from the pad/disc sliding interface, and play a storage cavity role in trapping wear debris.
(2) The numerical results indicate that the grooves on the disc surface are able to significantly affect the contact pressure distribution of the pad surface during the friction process and reduce the squeal instability of the friction system. When groove just comes into contact with the leading edge of the pad surface, the contact pressure concentrated at the leading point starts to redistribute and shift to the far leading point, and the squeal instability of the friction system is significantly reduced. Moreover, more frequent interruptions and redistributions of this contact pressure can further reduce the squeal instability of friction system.
(3) The groove configuration on the disc surface can affect the ability of grooves in entrapping wear debris from contact surface and consequently the instability of friction system. The T-45 surface shows a stronger ability in entrapping wear debris and a greater potential in reducing the squeal instability of the friction system compared with the T-90 surface whose grooves form a 90°-angle with the local linear relative velocity.
The further research works are focused on the following two aspects to get a better understanding of grooves on squeal noise. The first aspect is to study the effect of different parameters on squeal noise, such as the number of grooves, the speed of disc, etc, and the second aspect is to find an optimal distribution of the grooves on the disc which may further reduce the squeal noise.
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